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Introduction 
 
Background: 
 
The Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council (YASC) delivers indigenous local government, social 
and at times welfare services to the Yarrabah community. The shire, which is located to the 
east of Cairns in northern Queensland, covers a 156 square kilometre area. It has an official 
population of just under 3,000 residents, although anecdotal evidence suggests the 
population may actually be higher. Significantly, the shire has a very high density of young 
people, with the lowest median age in Queensland - 23.4 years compared to 36.9 years for 
the state (2015 Bureau of Statistics).  
 
There are estimated to be approximately 200 horses roaming free in the shire. The horse 
population is increasing and horses are starting to pose serious threat to the local 
community. Traffic safety, public and environmental health, public amenity and the 
environment are all being impacted, or have the potential to be impacted by horses.  
 
YASC wishes to identify the most sustainable way to manage the horse population in order 
to reduce the risk horses pose to community and environmental wellbeing in the area, 
preferably without the need for lethal control methods. Taking action to appropriately 
manage horses within the shire meets a number of the components of the YASC mission, as 
articulated in the Community Plan, particularly:  
 

• Demonstrate commitment to protect the environment, to preserve history and 
maintain cultural heritage  

• Engage the community and stakeholders to develop plans to build a safe, healthy 
and vibrant community.  

 
Purpose: 
 
This plan seeks to guide and deliver a collaborative program of management of domestic 
horses across the Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council (YASC) area with technical support from 
State agencies, animal welfare organisations and FNQROC. To do this, the plan delivers:  

• A statement of management commitment and aims (part 1) 

• A concise identification of the issue (part 2) 

• A strategy for communication and community engagement (part 3) 

• A timeline for implementation and review (part 4) 
 

• An implementation and reporting process (Appendix 1) 

 
 
Timeline: 
 
It is proposed this plan will take effect on adoption by YASC and run for a period of three 
years at which point it will be reviewed. The implementation and reporting process will be 
managed as a versioned appendix to this plan. 
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Scope: 
 
The planning context and scope for this plan is the Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council which 
is comprised of the principal community area of Yarrabah township and adjoining 
settlements within the YASC area which include two Prescribed Body Corporates. The local 
government boundary abuts Cairns Regional Council Local Government Area. The overlying 
tenure of other adjoining land is gazetted under the Nature Conservation Act (Trinity Forest 
Reserve and Malbon Thompson Forest Reserve) and the Wet Tropics World Heritage Area. 
Adjoining sea country is included within the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area and is 
zoned variously as Marine National Park, Conservation Zone, Habitat Protection Area or 
General Use. 
 
 
History: 
 
Free-ranging and wandering (unfenced and unmanaged) horses have been present in the 
Yarrabah region for many decades. An article in the 1937 Cairns Post talks of the donation 
of horses (including a draft from Townsville) and cattle to increase the population of animals 
at the then Yarrabah Mission. Horses were originally used in Yarrabah to manage the small 
herd of cattle for the local butchery. The butchery has now gone but the horses have always 
remained to some degree.   

 
While the population has been subject to variation over the years it is best described as 
cyclical because although it is reduced every now and then, it generally returns to a level 
requiring attention. 

 
It is understood the majority of horses are either considered privately owned or descended 
from privately owned animals. Introductions of new animals into the population have 
occurred episodically as well. It is likely this is promoted by events or happenings in the 
community such as the recently revived Yarrabah Rodeo. In the absence of fenced properties 
suitable for the keeping of horses and the population having no breeding controls in place 
and foals at foot can generally be seen year round resulting in sustaining and gradually 
increasing the population. The last significant introduction of horses was in 2009. Because 
there has been no established culture of fencing or individual ownership of horses, animals 
have been allowed to wander the common areas of the community where they are generally 
accepted as part of the town. 
 
Distribution: 
 
Currently horses have access to any unfenced areas of the entire YASC area and are able to 
move unrestricted across all suitable country. A natural barrier is provided by the ranges to 
the west of the community and by unsuitable country to the south and east.  In the drier 
months the population contracts to green feed around the community area. Because of the 
scattered distribution of grazing areas the horse population is mobile, moving in established 
groups which utilise public areas and roadways as thoroughfares. 
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Ownership: 
 
Many horses at in Yarrabah are claimed by individuals or families but not fenced, managed, 
and often not used (ridden or handled) or cared for in any particular way. Ownership is 
either direct identification with an individual horse, or one of a lineage relationship with 
the progeny of a horse or horses. The knowledge of the lineage of animals can go back many 
generations. 

 
Horses as recreation: 
 
The handling and riding of horses has a long history in Yarrabah with many families having 
long-term cultural ties with the stock industry well beyond the boundaries of Yarrabah. 
Bareback riding is something of an art form in the community with younger generations 
often being quite skilled horse handlers from a very early age. Even today youth from 
Yarrabah are employed in the Queensland cattle industry due to their stock skills. In the 
absence of access to many other forms of entertainment horse riding is definitely part of 
the lifestyle and upbringing for most youth. Use of horses for recreation is most often 
focused on the weekends and school holidays. 

 
Political context: 
  
The subject of horse ownership and impacts (particularly responsibility for damages) can be 
highly emotive and has been the subject of many years of dispute. Previous efforts to 
manage, contain or remove the population or problem animals has resulted in mixed results, 
often with community interference with holding yards or sabotage of effort to muster 
animals out of community areas. Horses have caused damage to vehicles and other private 
property and in doing so have caused disputes in regard to compensation for damages.  

 
Precedents and experiences in other Aboriginal Shires: 
  
Past experience within Wujal Wujal Aboriginal Shire Council, a shire with a similar issue 
with wandering horses, demonstrated that a compliance or enforcement approach 
(particularly the disincentives of fines and penalties) from neighboring councils was not 
effective. A plan based on clearly communicated requirements and intentions (based on a 
successful dog management program delivered in with Queensland Health) supported by 
operational procedures and decision trees was adopted with success. This was then 
maintained through the implementation of local laws administered by the council itself. 
 
 
Land suitable to keeping horses: 
  
There is a relatively limited amount of land suited to the keeping and sustainable stocking 
of horses within the Yarrabah area. The Bulamba yards and associated paddocks are the only 
publically owned land within YASC boundary designated for the keeping of horses or any 
other stock. Other suitable land is contained within privately owned and managed parcels 
outside of YASC managed lands across the two Prescribed Body Corporates which sit within 
the Yarrabah local government area.  
 
 
Population structure: 
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The current population is estimated at around 80-100 adult horses in 3-4 groups in the 
immediate Yarrabah township area. A further 20 accompany the group as foals, colts and 
fillies. As many as another 100 other animals are scattered throughout the rest of the council 
area in groups.  
 
Partner organisations: 
 
A range of partner organisations, veterinary professionals and authorities have 
assisted in the development of this plan and will play a role in implementation. 
Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council would like to thank to following organisations for 
their assistance: 
 
Yarrabah Police  
RSPCA  
Biosecurity Queensland   
FNQROC  
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Part 1 - Management commitment and desired outcomes 
 
Commitment of Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council to deliver a 
management outcome 
 
Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council has adopted this plan for the management of wandering 
domestic horses within all lands across the local government area. The plan brings together 
both the internal and external stakeholders in a consultative and collaborative approach. 
The plan acknowledges the key outcomes of community safety and horse welfare as the 
guiding principles for horse management. In addition Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council 
acknowledges the important part horses play in the history and culture of Yarrabah and the 
continuing place they will have in community into the future.  
 

 
Desired outcomes review and recommendations March 2021 
Consultation across key stakeholders has identified the following as the primary desired 
outcomes of the program: 

• Ownership and responsibility for all horses within YASC area is established; 

• All horses within the YASC area are appropriately identified and registered under 
property identification code (PIC) in accordance with the Biosecurity Act 2014; 

• YASC holds an overarching Property Identification Code (PIC) under which all horses 
not under an individual or Prescribed Body Corporate held PIC will be identified; 

• All claimed horses are moved to and kept in an appropriate and permitted fenced 
enclosure; 

• All claimed horses which are contained in appropriate and permitted fenced 
enclosures are kept in accordance with the standards for keeping of horses; 

• All unclaimed horses are removed from common areas of YASC; 

• Horses that are claimed and re-released into common areas will be impounded; 

• Horses that are impounded will be processed as per procedures within YASC Local 
Laws 

• Residents/owners or external sellers wishing to introduce additional horses to YASC 
area will require permission from YASC and that the animals and their holding 
facilities meet the standards for keeping of horses and the animals are in good 
health.  

• An ongoing collaborative plan for management is implemented across the YASC. 
 
 
 
The following operational outcomes were identified: 

• All horses will be treated humanely and as per operational guidelines; 

• Stallions are required to be housed in secure and appropriate yards separate from 
other animals; or stallions and colts are to be gelded  

• Working opportunities for unclaimed or forfeited workable horses will be sought; 

• Relocation of workable horses will be at beneficiaries expense;  

• Dangerous/sick animals will be euthanized in situ; 
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• Transporting horses for disposal at sale at YASCs expense is the final option. 
 

Part 2 – The problem  
 
Traffic and horses: 
  
Wandering horses pose a safety risk to traffic across the YASC area. Horses using the road 
network as a thoroughfare increase the risk of collision. Prevailing conditions (after dark 
and wet weather) exacerbate the risk.  Multiple incidents of collisions with vehicles or near 
misses have been recorded.  

 
Diseases and pathogens: 
 
Hendra virus is an emerging and real risk a recent detection of the disease transmitted to 
horses in Kuranda (July 2011).  Flying foxes are the natural host for Hendra virus which can 
spread from flying foxes to horses and, rarely, from horses to people (DEEDI 2011). The 
presence of flying fox colonies in the greater Cairns area and the relative mobility of horses 
Yarrabah region present a situation where the risk of transmission from flying foxes to horses 
is possible; whilst the opportunity/capacity for early detection and reaction to an outbreak 
(if it were to occur) in a largely untended population of horses is poor.  
 
Hendra virus’ transmission from horses to people is via contact with bodily fluids of infected 
animals. Opportunities for transmission are increased with close human to horse contact 
and where horses are not kept in designated areas; both factors increase the risk of 
transmission within a free ranging population in close proximity to the Yarrabah community. 
 
In recent years a Hendra vaccination for horses has been made available. The vaccination 
requires two repeat applications to establish and then 6 monthly booster shots thereafter 
(this may in time increase to 12 months). Each application may cost between $120-200. 
Vaccinated horses are recorded (via microchipping) for the purpose of a national vaccination 
registry for horses. 

 
 

Dangerous animals: 
 
With no segregation of sexes and little to no handling (some animals are broken but the 
majority are not) the horses of the Yarrabah are well habituated to the routine behavior of 
people, yet the population dynamic and associated behavior is more akin to wild (non-
domesticated) horses. It is estimated that stallions amount to roughly half of the adult 
population. Stallions pose a risk to the community in two ways; in the first instance they 
will defend their herd from and/or fight with other stallions as well as driving away colts 
and fillies. Although this is natural behavior within herding animals, the nature of such 
events taking place within settlements coupled with the size and strength of the animals 
poses a high risk. The frequency of this behavior and in particular the constant exposure of 
younger herd members to stallions is not typical husbandry of domesticated horses and poses 
a significant animal welfare issue. 

 
In the second instance stallions also play a defensive role within the herd and will by nature 
situate themselves between the herd, led by a lead mare, and danger (perceived or 
otherwise). Community members or visitors unaware of either individual ‘problem’ animals 
or horse behavior in general are potentially at risk to aggression motivated by this defense 
response. 
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Weed spread: 
 
Horses are highly mobile animals often moving tens of kilometers (up to 70) per day to 
browse. Because horses are not ruminants like cattle they do not break down ingested seeds 
and can therefore contribute to spread of weeds in their dung, as well as on their coats and 
hooves. 

 
 

Damage to infrastructure: 
  
Animals unaccustomed to fences generally pay little heed to them.  Frequent breakages 
have resulted in many instances of horses entering fenced private properties and further 
damaging property. Horses have been recording entering foyers of public buildings where 
they have understandably become distressed resulting in injury. 

 
 

Aesthetic and social impacts: 
 
The presence of unfenced stock in townships and communities has a general overall impact 
on the aesthetic of communities. Horses frequently turn over rubbish bins and leave dung 
all over town. The physical presence of unfenced grazing animals within a township also has 
a very real visual/aesthetic impact, particularly to visitors to the community who may not 
be ‘desensitized’ to the same degree as locals. 
 
Visitation and tourism is an important component of the economic well-being for small 
communities like Yarrabah.  Facilities like the Arts and Cultural Precinct play an important 
role both in the fabric of the community and to attract visitors as an economic resource. 

 
 

Cultural sites, biodiversity and water quality: 
 
Animals at present have unregulated access to all areas of the landscape including sensitive 
cultural and environmental areas, waterways and springs. The impacts of hooved animals 
on such values are well established and include compaction, erosion, sedimentation, 
increased nutrients loads, increased competition for resources and destruction through 
browsing/grazing. 
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Past/Current Management Programs: 
 
A range of management programs have taken place across the community with varying 
degrees of success. There are several key factors which have compromised past programs 
which need to be addressed for the program to succeed, they include: 
 

• Ownership without responsibility; 

• Keeping/using of animals in common areas; 

• Population management (reproduction and breeding);  

• Whole of situation planning;  

• Culturally/community appropriate penalties or consequences for non-
compliance or non-participation; 

• Dumping or selling on poor quality animals into Yarrabah from outside 
owners/sellers;  

• Staff resourcing and funding;  
• Lack of or poor quality fencing, grids and containment of horses;  
• Cost to council of impoundment or housing of horses.  
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Part 3 – Community engagement and implementation 
 
 
Communication strategy 
The communication strategy for the horse management plan is to be used in conjunction 
with detailed and continuing consultation with the Yarrabah community and collaboration 
with external partners. The strategy is broken into 3 parts; part one outlines the concept of 
horse ownership; part two outlines the legislative requirements for horse ownership and the 
identification of owners as required by the Biosecurity Act 2014;  
 
 
Communication strategy – key messages  
The proposed communication of the program will be delivered as a four-part message. The 
communication of the program for YASC is based on the engagement and consultation model 
adopted by WWASC in the Bloomfield Valley Horse Management Program.  
 
Horse ownership 
The four key messages of horse ownership are; 
 
If you claim a horse, it is your horse  
Ownership of each animal will be established through registration. Ownership entails the 
responsibility for the welfare of the animal, as well as any damage that the horse may inflict 
on private or public property. 
 
If it is your horse, you must keep it fenced 
Free ranging horses will be impounded. The public areas of Yarrabah are not designated for 
grazing animals. 
 
If you keep it fenced, you are the person who must look after it 
A horse in a fenced yard does not look after itself; there are things you have to do to keep 
it healthy and happy. Minimum requirements for keeping horse apply.  
 
A horse needs shade, feed, water and medicine which costs money 
There is no such thing as a free horse. There are minimum requirements for keeping a horse 
including fresh water, pasture and supplementary feed and medicine. Can you afford it? 
 
Horse free town common 
The town common and public places are not suitable for the keeping of horses. (Horses are 
not permitted in town and will be impounded. Thoroughfares for moving horses and signage 
mark out horse-free areas.  
 
Horses must be registered and micro-chipped  
All horses must be registered with council by their owner.  
 
Stallions must not be kept without a permit  
There are specific fencing requirements for keeping a stallion. Any stallion without a permit 
will be impounded by council. Colts must be gelded before reaching breeding age.  
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Figure 4 Draft community engagement poster the program 

Communication strategy – decision making process 
  
In addition to the communication strategy which outlines the principles of the Horse 
Management Plan, a flowchart identifying the decision-making process was created 
to assist the community navigate through YASC’s desired outcomes. It outlines both 
the criteria for keeping a horse and the process which needs to be followed when 
making decisions about horse ownership. 

The decision-making process is supported by a range of checklists and guidelines 
which outline the standards and procedures at each step of making a decision about 
the suitability of horses; and the requirements for horse owners.  
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Figure 5 Decision making process for horse ownership requirements 
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 Part three communication strategy – biosecurity requirements 
  
Property Identification Code - PIC 

Due to a range of horse specific diseases (e.g. - equine influenza) or diseases which 
pose threats to a range of animals or people (e.g. - Hendra virus) the Biosecurity Act 
2014 requires that all properties where a horse (and other stock) is kept has a means 
of identification. Under the Biosecurity Act this is delivered through a Property 
Identification Code or PIC. The PIC corresponds to the land on where the horse is 
kept, not to the individual owner. In the event of a biosecurity event (e.g. – Hendra 
virus outbreak) the PIC is used to direct the response to where it is needed; again in 
the event of a Hendra outbreak this would be all properties where horses are kept. 
PIC registrations need to be renewed every 3 years. 

Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council has a PIC in place for the keeping of horses and 
cattle. Additional PIC’s may be registered by individual lot owners or potentially by 
Prescribed Body Corporates. The process of registering a horse as required under 
YASC local laws will fulfill the requirements of keeping records for the PIC under the 
Biosecurity Act. Horses may also be registered with YASC but held on a property 
within Yarrabah with a separate PIC.  

Horse movement records 

The Biosecurity Act requires that every time a horse (or other stock) moves on or off 
a property a record of that movement is kept. If the movement of the animal is simply 
taking it for a ride, then a simple log book/diary style record is all that is needed – 
record where you rode and where the horse was returned to.  

More detailed records are required if the horse is being received from a new place.  
When a new horse is received either through then the record needs to state when, 
where and who they were received from; where they have been moved to; and a 
description of the horse. The registration process with YASC requires that a horse 
identification chart is completed with each registration. This process will also serve the 
purpose of describing the horse as required under the PIC.   
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Management strategies 
 
Fencing and grids 
One of the important strategies for the management of wandering horses is the 
upgrade, refurbishment and construction of suitable fencing. Through the consultation 
with internal and external stakeholders in the implementation of the plan in 2017 a 
range of fencing projects and requirements where identified, these included;  

• Refurbishment of Balamba yards to expand the grazing paddock, install stalls 
for containing horses for vet work, sorting and loading.  

• Assist landholders with registered stallions to ensure that holding yards on 
land other than Balamba are constructed/refurbished and are secure prior to 
breeding season 

• Scope, design and install a system of grids and fences to prevent or limit the 
movement of wandering animals within the township area 

 
 
Signage   
The installation of signage to communicate 
the desired outcomes of the Plan and 
requirements of the Biosecurity Act 2014 in 
key locations will assist to inform and 
enforce the requirements of the Horse 
Management Plan. The signs could be 
regulatory in content but utilise local art, 
design or messaging. Key locations and 
messages for signage identified during the 
community consultation and plan 
development are: 
• Entry signage, possibly placed at 
Cairns side of the bottom of range or in 
conjunction with the AMP signage to 
communicate;  the requirements of the 
Biosecurity Act 2014; the intent of the 
Yarrabah Horse Management Plan; and 
requirements for horse identification, 
permissions and criteria for keeping of 
horses under YASC Local Laws. The sign 
will be designed to target both residents 

and those importing, selling or dumping animals in Yarrabah.  
• Bulletins for events and key dates in the delivery of the Horse Management 

Plan could utilise the digital sign at the Police Station 
• Other signage specific to the implementation of the plan and communication of 

horse health, care and regulations could be installed at Bulamba Yards and 
other locations in the township 

 
 
 
 
Population control strategies 
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Based on the advice from veterinarians, RSPCA and horse owners the most important 
element of population management is the management of stallions to eliminate 
unintentional breeding with mares. The most effective means of achieving this are; 
 

• The compulsory registration fees for stallions are more than for other horses, 
this will provide a disincentive for ownership for those not wishing to 
intentionally maintain stock for breeding. 

• Gelding of all stallions and colts (other than those registered/retained as entire).  
• Segregated housing of animals. No stallions are to be kept at the Bulamba 

Yards facility. All stallions must be kept on the owners own land, or on land 
where they have permission to keep the animal.  

• Fencing and yarding construction standards for stallions require a secure stock 
fence, electrified or otherwise reinforced enclosure.   

• Under local laws all wandering horses will be impounded; stallions will be 
impounded as a matter of priority. 

• Owners wishing to breed from their mares may have opportunity to sire from 
registered stallions kept in Yarrabah as fee for service.  
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Part 4 - Implementation and review timeline 
 
Implementation plan 
The program will be implemented during the dry season. The operational guideline – appendix to this plan will be managed as a versioned 
schedule in order to append any variations and changes in the local laws or animal handling procedural environment as the plan is 
implemented.  
 
The following implementation plan identifies the key activities required, who will lead their delivery and what resources may be required. 
 
 

Action By Supporting materials, requirements Budget/ 
resource 

Timeline Comments 

1  
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 

 
It will be useful to establish the approach and level of community consultation  required for successful adoption and implementation 
 

 
1a 

 
Design and implement  
a community 
consultation survey  on 
attitude to wandering 
horses, minimum 
standards, use of 
public spaces 
 

 
YASC, PBC 

 
Could be based on the consultation in 
WWASC by council and Q-Health for the 
dog program. A questionnaire or door 
to door option 

   
Does this need to occur? Are there 
risks in not consulting widely?  How 
much of this could be established in 
consultation with councillors and 
technical officers? Could proceed 
direct to action 2 if not required. 

 
2 

 
COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND ADVERTISING  CAMPAIGN 

 
A multi-part awareness campaign will be required to introduce the key concepts of local laws, horse ownership and responsibilities  
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Action By Supporting materials, requirements Budget/ 
resource 

Timeline Comments 

 
2a  

 
Campaign message  
design 
(communication 
strategy) 

 
YASC, PBC 
FNQROC 
Others? 

 
This should ideally evolve into an 
ongoing communication plan supported 
by a communication strategy (this is in 
part delivered by action 2 within this 
table) Key messages will need to be 
established early and maintained for a 
consistent message 
 

  In the future external resources may 
be useful to assist campaign/ 
communications materials (e.g. 
tertiary students, local art programs) 

 
2b 

 
Local laws provisions 
 

 
YASC/ FNQROC 

 
Local laws awareness communication 
materials. Poster, newsletter etc. 
 

   
Are there any considerations 
between local laws and traditional 
lore which need to be considered? 
 

 
2c 

 
Horse ownership 
(agistment) 

 
YASC 

•  
• Agistment fees established 
• Agistment carrying capacity 

established 
• Agistment agreements, forms 

and contracts developed 
• Agistment breach notification 

developed 
(I have sourced some templates for 
forms and contracts) 

 

   
Is this agistment in the true sense or 
a boarding situation? Who feeds, 
waters and exercises agisted 
animals? Are there arrangements or 
adjustments in councils service 
delivery required? 
This links directly to key messages 
from communication strategy 

 
2d 

 
Horse ownership 
(private land) 

 
YASC 

 

 
Horse keeping and welfare criteria 

• Fenced 
• Watered 
• Feed and supplementary feed 

   
Hendra needs to be included in Vet 
and health requirements. 
This links directly to key messages 
from communication strategy 
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Action By Supporting materials, requirements Budget/ 
resource 

Timeline Comments 

•  
• Vet and horse health 

requirements 
• De-sexing and population 

control 
• Population limit (2) on permit 

system per lease agreement 
 

 
Should this extend to a permitting 
arrangement to import new horses in 
to YASC? i.e. first stage of program 
would establish the baseline 
population of horses  to be retained, 
any future animals (or offspring) 
would have to be registered 
 

 
2e 

 
Public and common 
space use plan 

 
YASC, PBC, 
FNQROC 

 
Communication plan, outcome of 
community consultation 

   
Are there any considerations 
between local laws and traditional 
lore which need to be considered? 
This links directly to key messages 
from communication strategy 
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SUPPORTING AND PREPARATORY WORKS 
 

There are a range of program related actions which are required or will assist in the delivery of the plan 
 

 
3a 

 
Establish Local law 
horse processing 
procedure  

 
YASC/FNQORC 

 
Adapt from WWASC protocol 

   

 
3b 

 
WFD project 
submission 

 
YASC 

    

  YASC/ WFD team     
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Action By Supporting materials, requirements Budget/ 
resource 

Timeline Comments 

 
3c 

 
WFD Fencing at 
Balamba 
 

 
3d 

 
Horse ID toolkit 

 
YASC/ Q 

HEALTH?/FNQROC 
  

 
Photo ID/audit completed 
Microchip/collared ID tool 
Database to record Horses 
 

   
Supporting materials included in 
appendix 

 
3e 

 
Inclusion of unwanted 
domestic horses within 
revised Pest 
Management 
(Biosecurity) Plan 
 

 
YASC/FNQROC/BQ 

 
Regional pest planning framework 
Pending Biosecurity Act 

   
Supporting materials included in 
appendix 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 
4a 

 
Horse identification  

 
YASC 

 
Photo ID of horse population 

   
Use existing horse ID recording sheet 
Transfer information to a simple data 
base 
 

 
4b 

 
Horse claiming period 

 
YASC/FNQROC 

 
Notify date for collection /removal of 
horses from common areas  

• Horses must be identified prior 
collection 

• Horses recorded in database 
 

   
It is important that horses are 
identified prior to this process 
occurring. Claimed and removed 
horses should be record within the 
horse database 
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Action By Supporting materials, requirements Budget/ 
resource 

Timeline Comments 

 
Requiring the claiming and removal 
of horses prior to muster will reduce 
the cost of housing and mustering 
horses to council 
 

 
4c 

 
Horse muster 

 
YASC 

 
Recommend external contractor is used 
for the operation 

   
Muster remaining (or portion of) 
horses for processing 
Muster no more horses than those 
which can be transported  
 

 
4d 

 
Horse sales or disposal 

 
YASC 

 

    

 
4e 

 
Veterinary services and 
alternative delivery 
capacity 

  
Investigate and invest in capacity for  

• Sterilisation 
• Vaccination 
• Euthanisation  

 

   
What are the long term options for 
managing these essential services 
In house or outsourced? 
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PLANNING AND PROGRAM SUPPORT INSTRUMENTS 

 
5a 

 
Prescribed horse riding 
areas 

 
YASC , PBC, 

FNQROC 

    
Develop prescribed horse riding 
areas (this may include no go places 
for cultural sites, settlement areas, 
parts of beaches or foreshore areas) 
 

 
5b 

 
Corporate sponsorship 

    Concept of engaging marketing tools 
and strategies like corporate  
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Action By Supporting materials, requirements Budget/ 
resource 

Timeline Comments 

 sponsors from the veterinary 
industry to support Yarrabah animal 
health 
 

 
5c 

 
Horse ownership and 
handling mentor 
program 

 
? 

    
Promote partnerships with external 
organisations and individuals to 
which promote appropriate horse 
ownership, handling and skills 
 

 
5d 

 
Address resourcing of 
animal health and 
horse programs 
commensurate to 
population size  
 

 
? 

    

 
5e 

 
Awards, rewards and 
community champions  

YASC, FNQROC    Investigate future program inclusions 
of positives reinforcement of YASC 
appropriate animal ownership  
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Review 
The program and this plan will be reviewed by participating stakeholders after the first 
round of implementation, and then annually thereafter for the duration of the plan. 
 

 

SIGNATORIES 
 
 

 
 
 
Name:………………………………….signature……..……………………..date___/___/2012 
 
Organisation: Yarrabah Aboriginal Shire Council 
Position: Chief Executive Officer 
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APPENDIX 1 

Identification 

 
Figure Horse ID sheet (adapted from NSW DPI) 
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Figure 1 Horse marking and condition reporting guide (for use with Horse ID sheet) 

 

Figure 2 Horse neck strap from Leader Products Australia 
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Action Plan   
 
Desired outcome 2017 Performance revision 2021 Amendment 2021  Action required  
1. Ownership and responsibility 

for all horses within YASC area 
is established; 

Initially this was successful with 
horses rounded up, identification 
and ownership established. Over 
time new horses have arrived or 
new offspring have caused the 
population to increase (revert 
close to 2017 levels). 

1. Ownership and responsibility 
for all horses within YASC 
area is established and 
maintained through an 
annual census. 

Repeat census and 
identification process. 

2. All horses within the YASC area 
are appropriately identified and 
registered under property 
identification code (PIC) in 
accordance with the Biosecurity 
Act 2014; 

As above, new animals will not be 
identified under the YASC PIC 

2. All horses within the YASC 
area are appropriately 
identified and registered 
under property 
identification code (PIC) in 
accordance with the 
Biosecurity Act 2014; 

Repeat census and 
identification process. 

3. YASC holds an overarching 
Property Identification Code 
(PIC) under which all horses not 
under an individual or 
Prescribed Body Corporate held 
PIC will be identified; 

PIC still in place  3. YASC holds an overarching 
Property Identification Code 
(PIC) under which all horses 
not under an individual or 
Prescribed Body Corporate 
held PIC will be identified; 

Repeat census and 
identification process. 

4. All claimed horses are moved to 
and kept in an appropriate and 
permitted fenced enclosure; 

There are limited suitable 
properties and fenced enclosures 
available. The resource required 
to construct fences; or youth 
releasing horses from fenced 
areas are the reason for this not 
being adhered to.  

4. All claimed horses are 
moved to and kept in an 
appropriate and permitted 
fenced enclosure; a fenced 
enclosure must be 
registered with and 
approved by council 

Include local law provision for 
approved enclosure (include 
standard for fencing for 
stallions, all others to comply 
with basic standard) 
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5. All claimed horses which are 
contained in appropriate and 
permitted fenced enclosures 
are kept in accordance with the 
standards for keeping of horses; 

Welfare of some kept horses has 
not been adequately addressed, 
the YASC area is likely to be 
overstocked causing issues with 
wandering horses in common 
areas.  

5. All claimed horses which are 
contained in appropriate 
and permitted fenced 
enclosures are kept in 
accordance with the 
standards for keeping of 
horses; 

Link to establishment of 
horse handling, keeping and 
welfare program  

6. All unclaimed horses are 
removed from common areas of 
YASC; 

This was undertaken after steps 1 
& 2. Has not been repeated again 
and the population has returned 
to close to 2017 levels 

6. All unclaimed horses are 
removed from common 
areas of YASC; 

This needs to be supported by 
investment in clear 
demarcation and 
fencing/grids of the YASC 
common (see 11) 

7. Horses that are claimed and re-
released into common areas will 
be impounded; 

Undertaken with limited capacity 
after initial muster 

7. Horses that are claimed and 
re-released into common 
areas will be impounded; 

As above 
 

8. Horses that are impounded will 
be processed as per procedures 
within YASC Local Laws 

Undertaken with limited capacity 
after initial muster 

8. Horses that are impounded 
will be processed as per 
procedures within YASC 
Local Laws 

Need to follow through on 
disposal of unclaimed or 
impounded horses 

9. Residents/owners or external 
sellers wishing to introduce 
additional horses to YASC area 
will require permission from 
YASC and that the animals and 
their holding facilities meet the 
standards for keeping of horses 
and the animals are in good 
health.  

Not undertaken? 9. Residents/owners or 
external sellers wishing to 
introduce additional horses 
to YASC area will require 
permission from YASC and 
that the animals and their 
holding facilities meet the 
standards for keeping of 
horses and the animals are 
in good health. 

Link to permit and approval 
system in 4 
Include a public notice for 
community (with annual 
follow up) 
Include signage on the range 
and at the entry to the YASC 
common 
(A local artist might be 
engaged to provide 
art/graphics for signage and 
messaging) 

10. An ongoing collaborative plan 
for management is 
implemented across the YASC. 

YASC don’t have ongoing partners 
to support them in the 
operational work, contributions 

10. An ongoing collaborative 
plan for management is 
implemented across the 

Build business case for horse 
program and seek 
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from partners  have been event 
based 

YASC. Partners and co-
investors are sought to 
provide ongoing assistance.  

funding/resources to 
implement (advocacy item) 

11.   11. The YASC common will be 
defined and fenced as a 
horse exclusion zone  

Exclusion fencing and grids 
for the YASC common need to 
be installed following 
community consultation on 
their preferred alignment 
(and technical 
feasibility/efficacy) 

12.   12. Keeping of stallions in YASC 
will by permit only 

Revise local laws approach 
required. Conduct annual 
audit of stallions and offer 
desexing. 
Develop sign or placard for 
identification of permitted 
enclosure/animal 

13.   13. Keeping of horses in YASC 
will be in approved 
enclosures by permit only  

Revise local laws approach 
required (links to actions 4 
and 5) 
Develop sign or placard for 
identification of permitted 
enclosure 

14.   14. A desexing program will be 
conducted annually   

All non-permitted stallions 
will be gelded annually  
Investigate options for 
chemical birth control for 
mares 

15.   15. Investigate the 
establishment of a program 
for youth development 
around horses  

Develop a business case for 
horse based behavioural and 
well-being program for 
youth, seek appropriate 
resources and partners to 
implement. (Crime 
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prevention, health, 
education) 

16.   16. Investigate establishment of 
YASC horse compound and 
caretaker to manage small 
mob of horses for 
community program 

Contingent on business case 
in 14 
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Census  
 
Action Outcome Resources  
Census Total number known, stallions vs other  AMW -  
Engage external partners  Q Health, RSPCA, BQ, Gurriny 

Yealamuka, PBC, Vet  
Consultation  Community Notice – results of census –

risk, liability and responsibility 
established  
Management plan – councils 
requirements, owners requirement, 
animal welfare 
Horse free zones  

YASC (council endorsement)  

Claim and ownership  Demonstrate proof of ownership and 
capacity to keep  

AMW, YASC, community  

Muster- Removal of unclaimed horses Reduce pop and remove stallions  AMW, external operator  
Gelding program (retained horses)  Vet, RSPCA 
Signage communication program zones   Works QLD $ 
Yards – business case   
Fencing – grids and fencing    
Horse program business case    
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Horse management calendar  
 
Yirrigandji seasons? calendar  
 
Nov-Jan – Storm time  
Jan-May- Cyclone time  
May-July- Cool time 
July-Sep- Windy time  
Sep-Nov- Hot and humid (build-up) 
 

 Nov-Jan 
Storm time 

Jan-May 
Cyclone time 

May-July 
Cool time 

July-Sep 
Windy time 

Sep-Nov 
Hot and humid 

time 
Horse      
Council       
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 JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 
Horses 
Mating             
Gestating              
Foals              
Animal management team  
Census              
Desex stallions             
Desex colts              
Desex fillies              
Microchipping             
Registrations             
Muster              
Fencing              
Council communications and notices  
Census notice             
Muster notice              
Stallion’s notice              
Desexing notice              
Horse owners              
Fencing              
Supp. feed              
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